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JOHN B. EHRET 
20860 GREENWOOD DRIVE 
OLYMPIA FIELDS, Il. 60461 

PHONE: 708-748-8975 
FAX: SAME-CALL tsr 
CELL: 708-323-6399 

fo: Division Ill Director Ken O'Bnen 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
2443 Wnrrenvi lle Road. Suite 210 

Lisle, Ill inois 60532 

Subjecr: Fetch vulnerable. steepening lakcbed plunging wave energy. 

' ink-holes. lake levels 

Dear Director O'Brien: 

Easter thru 
Thanksgiving 

BOX 133 
5986 DUNHAM AVE. 

SfEVENSVIl.LE, MI 49127 
TEL: 269-465-5857 

You may remember that we met quite fortl.urously about a year ago ar the lime of awards 
presentations to your staff. We talke<.1 about erosion r isks to your nuclear plant :,it the shoreline of 

Lake Michtt,ran near Bridgman. I thought I'd give you the latest to my knowledge 

FETCH VULNERABLE 

I. This term is meant to apply to the nuc lear p0wer plants located at the south end of Luki: 

Michigan and the west end of Lake Erie Fdch 1s a rcm1 used by wastal engineers to describe the 
open water disLMce over which a persisting wind wi ll cause the bu lie.I-up of the s11e of a wave The 
counter-clockw1se rotation of a northern hem isphcre low Jires ·ure storm center passing through 
rhc middle of tht· State of Michigan w ill build waves over the en tin.; J OO miles o l Lake Michigan's 

length for as long ai> the storm lasts. Thi: tetch on I uke Erie i~ :lhnut :wo mile . but there: 1s nu 
r.;tuJy I know or that s hciWS that thi s ha" J prOpl•rlH.llMlly lt:!>sening. cffe1.:r on WU\ c height. 

2. Wave height (fl ) t5 thought to h::i\'I..' an cffcc.:t u f I F to f-Jl ' 011 Ilic waves· ~nergy. 11 ;' heing 
lbr a plunging wave. 1-1 ~ ( 22: ~ ..t84) and 111 (22 '' - 49,<)..tJ) is very dangerous hccuusc of the hugl..' 
tli ffcrcm.:c ( uvcr I 00 tu l ) in the \\'av\!·~ energy J1:-~1 pat ion pnte1111n I 

ST£ ~~ 1'EN ING EFFECT 

\ Tlus term 1..; used by cnastnl engincn' t1.1 dc,l'l'lhl· the foci that the bkt:hr..:d In lhc S(llllh ,,r 
~t. Joseph. \1 id11gan ha-; bi;cn ~tt;epr..:n~d hy lhi.: rl'IJh1vrd ,1f 'and ,11 the 2. 700 f(R1l long. p1~r' fn1 

u\ l..'r I 00 yea r'l rl11s ::.teL'p1.:111 ng 1~ knuwn ~)' rh1.. Ill .. I 1c0p1cr LID •\ I{ "lt rv1..·y, 1u h.11, l" 1 ncn:a,l'd 
from I :XO (0 7 l(i clcgrci:s) to I : 11 (3 I t1.1 di..:g.1TL'S l 'iuch a drnn~l' 111 -: lupt: is 1w1 d1scernahk 
hy the nakcJ 1.:w. l,ul a WilVl' nppwachin~ llil! l;ikr..:h\.'d sti ll-wah:r-l1iw ( . WL) 1.:,111 ··i~c l" tllL· 

J1 llere11cc. rh1' '\{l'r..:penl!tl lakel'leJ allc1\" 1111; ' ' 1\r..: 111 1c.i1..h thl..' S\\ I ~1111111-.11.·\1111pletdy 11H,\l·t i-. 

\lfW '\O(iJ m~s' 411 \\dll:r ,Ll1HHllHing tn I.:; l\llJS j'L:I 11\llll lni>t or 'ht1n.h11c ( fOI ,J 22 fo11l \\,\\\.')Ill 

30 11111s fll . .'r 1·ou1 ,,1 ~1iorl'l111c ( l(ff .1 -lo !11111 \\,l\ L' ) 

RECEIVED IAN 211 UH~ 



4. I have attached three pages c.lnted 11 - 15-15 entirkd ··GlaL"ial Till Layer- Sinkholes and 
Seawalls" wntten by me. I am convinced that al l structures on rhc shore arc ..;ubjcct to tht.: d<tngcr 
of o;;inkholes. but this is especially so where the lakebed has been steepened in a fetch vu ln-.;rablt.: 
zone at the end of a long uninterrupteJ hotly of warer. 

LAKE LEVELS 

5. Superimposed on this fetch vulnerabi lity and steepening is the rising lake levels of both 
lakes Michigan and Erie. This could get worse if the winter stay cod because a major loss or 
cold water from the lakes is by evaporation. That can't happen if the water is frozen. 

The Corps is responsible for the steepening of the lakebed slope but doc nor publicly 
share their Scanning Hydrographic Operational Airborne LIDAR Survey (SHOALS) data. This 
system uses helicopter-mounted equipment to transmit and receive water surface and sea bottom 
signals. A FOIA request from rhe NRC would solve that problem. You just need to know what to 
ask for. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Enclosures: I 1-15- l 5 GJacial Till Layer -

John 8. Ehret 
BME '52 Cornell 

.ID '58 Northwestern 
Director Great Lakes· Coalition 

Sink holes and Seawalls by Ehret (3 pages). 

March 2002 US Army Corps Longshore Sand Transport 
Report re Effect o fWave Height( lO page::;). 
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GI.A.CI.AL TILL I.AYER - SINKHOI.ES AND SEAWAUS 

The southern part of Lake Michigan has a cohesive layer of compacted 

fines ccxnposed of clay. silt and fine sand. The underwater layer is 

continuous unto the dry land. The layer is called glacial till because 

it was canpacted by the mile high weight of the glaciers thousands of years 

ago . Although , years ago the till was covered by a deep protective layer of 

sand which is now gone because of the navigational structures (piers) 

built by the U. S. Army Corps of Fngineers which trap and divert all 

littoral sand beyond the depth of no return (about 20 feet) . 

Once the underwater layer is canprcmised by the near shore wave crashing effect, 

the waves attack the shore layer by undenn:ining to create voids or pockets 

which must be fi lled. Nature is said to " abhor a vacuun", but what is a 

vacuun? It's not just plenty of nothing. but tIDre acurately described? 

it is a discontinunity. 

Nature will take fran an adjacent area to fill the vacuum or void by what

ever force is roost readily available to her. Gravity being one of her uost 

universlly available forces, she'll find sane nearby sand and soil and 

take it to fill the oost downward void creating a higher up void of a 

similar volune lll1til the lower discontinuity is satisfied 

The void or pocket thus randanly migrates to create other voids having a total 

volune about equal to the original pocket. Ibis random process continues 

lID.til the discontinuity finds relief which in a sand dune is the open air . 

1. 
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Its relief might be facilitated by an~ sort of digging frcm above. 

When the digging canbines with the upward migrating pocket seeking relief 

to the open air , we call it a sinkhole. 

I believe that such a sinkhole fanned at !'-bunt Baldy in the Indiana Dunes 

National Parle while a little boy was digging in the sand. It swallowed 

him up for several hours, but he Lived. t-bw they have discovered a number 

of ot:her such sinkholes and the park has been closed for over a year. 

It is being theorized that the MJunt Baldy phenomenon has been the result 

of the rotting of dead trees which have been buried for centuries. 

If that is the cause, why haven't we seen it happen prior to this and 

why not on other dtmes which l ine the southeTil shore of lake Michigan? 

The difference is that the shoreline at t-bunt Baldy has been starved 

back over 800 feet fran where it was. This exposed the till layer to 

downcutting by the waves . Once fractured , the till l ayer tmder the water STOPPED 

protecting the underneath of the till layer which is on the dry land (sand) . 

Keep in mind that MJunt Baldy is subjected to the biggest waves the Lake can 

generate because it is located at the furthest fetch distance fr~the north 

£or waves (300 miles). It is noteworthy that the ne..xt neighbor to the east 

is NIPSOO (Northern Indiana Public Service C.O.) which is protected by 

a 2000 foot long by 7 foot high by 175 foot wide sand berm and thence 

a steel sheetpile seawall. No shuch sink holes have been reported in that 

vicinity. 

2. 
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Longshore Sand Transport - Initial 
Results from Large-Scale Sediment 

Transport Facility 

by Ping Wang, Bruce A. Ebersole, and Ernest R. Smith 

PURPOSE: Accurate predictions of the total rate of longshore sand transport (LST) and its 
cross-shore distribution pattern in the surf zone are central to many coastal engineering studies. 
Present understanding and methods for calculating the LST rate are largely developed based on 
field studies (e.g., Komar and Inman 1970; Inman et al. 1981; Kraus et al. 1982; Bodge and Dean 
1987a.) b~ Dean 1989; Schoonees and Theron 1993 ; Miller 1998; Wang, Kraus, and Davis 1998; 
Wang 1998; Wang and Kraus 1999; Miller 1999). The Coastal Engineering Research Center 
(CERC) fonnula (Shore Protection Manual 1984), which is based on field measurements, is 
often used to calculate the total LST rate. Accuracy of the CERC formula is believed to be 
± 30-50 percent and several parameters that logically might influence LST are excluded in the 
formula, such as breaker type and grain size. The GENESIS shoreline change model, a tool 
commonly used in shore protection and beach-fill project design, utilizes the CERC formula. ln 
the GENESIS model , the cross-shore distribution of LST is assumed to be uniform across the 
surf zone, Laboratory data (Bodge 1986; and Kamphuis 1991) and field data (Zenkovitch 1960; 
Ingle 1966; Bodge and Dean l 987a, b; Miller 1998) suggest that the distribution is not unifonn. 

This technical note summarizes results of initial experiments conducted in the new Large
scale Sediment Transport Facility (LSTF) (see Fowler at al. 1995; Hamilton and Ebersole 2001 
for additional details about the LSTF). faqJeriments are underway to investigate the importance 
of breaker type (spilling and plunging breakers) on LST, to examine the accuracy of presently 
used methods for calculating the total LST rate, and to aid in developing improved predictors for 
both the total LST rate and its cross-shore distribution patterns for varying surf conditions. 
Irutial results concerning the cross-shore distribution pattern for the two different types of 
breaking waves are also presented. The LTSF experiments are intended to span the gap between 
laboratory measurements and low-energy field measurements. The LSTF is capable of 
simulating wave conditions that are almost directly comparable to annual averages along many 
low-wave-energy coasts, for example a majority of estuarine beaches (Nordstrom 1992) and 
many beaches along the Gulf of Mexico and the Great Lakes in the U.S. 

BACKGROUND: A commonly used tool for predicting the total rate of longshore transport is 
the CERC formula (Shore Protection Manual 1984), 

3 5 
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where y is the breaker index. often taken to be 0, 78, p is the density of water, g is gravitational 
acceleration, Hsb is significant breaking wave height, ()b is wave breaker angle, and Kz is an 
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empuical coefficient, Based on the ongmal field study by Komar and Inman (1970), the Shore ( 
Protection Manual recommends a Ki value of 0.39. Bodge and Kraus (1991) re-examined the 

derivation and suggested a lower Kt value of 0.32. Schoonees and Thel'.'on (1993, 1994) r~ 

examined the 46 most reliable of the 240 eXlsti:ng field measurements 1hat have been compiled 
and recommended a K1 value of approximately 0.2. In a number of GENESIS model 
applications, where calibration involves adjustment of the Kt value to maximize replication of 

observed shoreline changes and net and gross LST rates based on local knowledge of Lhe 
sediment budget, optimal K1 values often range from 25 to 50 percent of the value recommended 
in the Shore Protection }vfmmal 

Based on similar field data, Kamphuis e1 al ( 1986) developed an empirical fonnuJa that includes 
the beach slope and sediment gram stze. 

H3
'
5m 

Q = 128-Tsm(28, ) (2) 

where. d 1s sedin1ent grain size, and m ts beach slope. Based on a series of laboratory studies and 
re-examination of existing field data, Kamphuis (1991 ) suggested an empirical formula for the 
prediction of tota1 longshore sedjment transport raie, morufying the 1986 formula and adding the 
influence of peak wave period. Tp 

0) 

lt is noted that the dependence on grain size and wave height are greatly reduced as compared to 
Equation 2. The mfluences of beach slope and incident wave angle are also reduced. The 
coeffictenls in the precedmg Kamphuis-86 and -91 formulas were determined usmg metric units. 

Wang, Kraus. and Davis ( 1998) found that the Karnphius-9 l formula predicted consistently 
lower total longshore transport rates than those predicted by the broadly used CERC formula and 
the Kamphuis-86 fonnula. The relatively lower prediction by the Kamphuis~91 formula. which 
is typically 1.5 to 3.5 t imes lower than predictions from the CERC and Kamphuis-86 formulas. 
occurred over a range of low wave-energy conditions with breaker heights of less than I m 
(Wang, Kraus, and Davis 1998). However, the lower predictions by the Karnphuis-91 matched 
lhe measured values closer than the CERC formula predictions for those low-wave conditions. 
Lower predict10ns also occurred for storm conditions with breaker heights of nearly 4 m (Miller 
1998) However, Miller found that predictLOns by the CERC formula matched the measured 
rates closer than the Kamphuis-91 predictions, which were nearly one order of magnitude lower 
than i:he measured values. 

The effect of breaker rype on the rate of LST, and its cross-shore d1::.1nbut1on ts poorly 
understood One of the more commonly used mdicators of breaker type is the surf similaril} 
parameter, r;t>, which is defined as 

m 
f --;::::=== 
- ~ - 'H f l 
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where m is beach sJopet la is deepwater wavelength, and Hbnru is the root-mt!an-square breaker 
height. Galvin (1968) found that i;-0 is cypically Jess than 0.4 for spilling breakers. For plunging 
breakers, ~" typically ranges from 0.4 to 2.0. A poss1ble relationship between longshore 
sediment transport rate and the surf-similarity parameter has been discussed in several studies 
(e.g., Kamphuis and Readshaw 1978; Vitale 1981; Ozhan 1982; Badge 1986; Bodge and Kraus 
199 J ). Kamphuis and Readshaw ( 1978) and Kamphuis et nl. ( 1986) attempted to incorporate the 
surf similarity parameter into the empirical coefficient in the CERC fomrnla.. The development 
of the Kamphuis-86 and Kamphuis-91 formulas is related to this effort. 

In comparison, Kraus, Gingerich, and Rosati (1988) adopted a different approach, which 
assumes proportionality between me LST rate and longshore wave-energy flux. Kraus, 
Gingerich, and Rosati (1988) assume that the total rate of LST in the surf zone is proportional to 
the longshore discharge of water: 

(5) 

where Kd is an empirical coefficient that may relate to sediment suspension, Rr: is a threshold 
value for significant longshore sand transport, and R is called the discharge parameter and is 
proportional to the average discharge of water moving alongshore. Based on field data collected 
using streamer sediment traps at Duck, N.C.t Kraus, Gingerich, and Roasti (1988) suggested a Ka 
value of2.7 and Re value of 3.9 m3/sec. 

WAVE AND BEACH CONDITfONS: lrreguJar waves with a relatively broad spectral shape, 
representing typical sea conrutions, were generated in the LSTF for both spilling and plunging 
breakers. The significant breaking wave height, peak spectral period, and mean direction at 
breaking were 027 rn, l .5 sec. and 6.5 deg for the spilling wave case. and 0.24 m, 3.0 sec, and 
6.4 deg for the plunging wave case. The surf similaricy parameter qb for tbe spilling breaker was 
determined to be 0.14, within tbe range of less than 0.4 as defined by Galvin (1968). However, 
the ~h determined for the plunging breaker was only 0.20, much less than the range of 0.4 to 2 .0 
as suggested by Galvin ( 1968). This is ill fluenced by the presence of a substantial bar under the 
p1unging breakers. It Is worth noting that the beach slope was determined as the slope between 
the depth at the main breaker line and the still-water shoreline. Due to the existence of a 
pronounced breakpoint bar that formed for the plunging wave case, the beach slope under the 
pltmging breaker was substantially gentler than that under the spilling breaker, which resulted in 
a smalJer .;b. However. if the bottom of the trough is used to calculate the s lope, the surf 
similarity parameter increases to 0.33. 

The LSTF beach is comprised of very well-sorted sand, with a median grain diameter of 
0.15 mm. Measurements of LST were made after the beach reached a near-equilibrium 
condition, under the prolonged influence of the prescribed incident wave conditions. 
Equilibration was reached after 14 hr of wave runs for the spilling breakers. The adjustment to 
eguilibrium took only 4 hr for the much more energetic plunging breakers (because of the greater 
wave period). The equilibrium beach conditions for the two wave cases are shown in Figure J. 
TI1e cross-shore distribution of measured significant wave height at equilibrium is shown in 
Figure 2. 

3 
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Figure 2. Cross-shore distribution of significant wave height 

CROSS-SHORE DISTRIBUTION OF LST: The cross-shore distribution patterns of the 
depth-integrated longshore sediment flu."<. measured at downdrift bottom traps in the facility were 
quite different during the plunging and spilling cases (see Figure 3). 

4 
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Figure 3. Cross-shore distribution of LST for both spilling and plunging waves 

For both cases, significant sediment transport was measured in the swash zone. For the spilling 
case, about 27 percent of the totaJ LST occurred in the narrow swash zone. For the p lunging 
case. about 34 percent of the total LST occurred in the swash zone. Visual observations during 
the experiments indicated that the uprush was much more active during the long-period plunging 
case than that during the spilling case. This is probably responsible for the mucb greater 
sediment flux above the still-water shoreline. Active sediment transport in tbe swash zone wa.s 
also observed in several field studies (Kraus et al. l 982: Kraus and Dean 1987; Wang 1998). 

A substantial peak in the longshore sediment transpott distribution was measured in the vicinity 
of the breaker line for the plunging breaker case. This peak is obviously related to the active 
sedimen t suspension throughout the entire water column induced by tbe turbulent plunging-type 
breaking. Measured sediment concentrations in the water column (at distances greater than 5 cm 
off the bed) were an order of magnitude greater for the plunging breaker case. Nearly 35 percent 
of the total longshore sediment transport occuned in the 3-m-wide breaker zone from 10 to 13 m. 
Combined with the swash-zone peak nearly 70 percent of t he total LST occurred in the breaker 
and swash zones . These two areas together occupied less tban 40 percent of tbe total surf zone 
width. 

No transport peak was measured at the spilling breaker line. A gradual trend of increasing 
sediment flux. toward the shoreline was meastrred during this case. The cross-shore distribution 
ofLST was close to being linear. Cross-shore distributions in both cases were not uniform. 

The similarity ia LST rate in the inner surf zone (region between the swash zone and the 
incipient breaker zone) for both the spming and plunging wave cases is notable. ln this rt:lgion 
the broken waves were swf bores with very similar wave heights. The measured mean longshore 
current in this region was also similar for the two wave cases; in fact it was vel")' similar across 
the entire surf zone except .near shore where tbe measured current was higher for the plunging 

5 
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wave case. The large difference in LST rate at the incipient breaker line between the plunging ( 
and spilling cases is attributed to the much higher sediment concentrations high.er in t he water 
column that were created by the plunging breakers. ln the swash zone, differences seem to be 
attributed to the much higher energy of the uprusb and downrush associated with the longer-
period waves that characterized the plunging case. 

TOTAL RATE OF LST: In the LSTF. the total rate ofLSTwas obtained by simply summing 
the sediment flux per unit width measured at a series of traps located at the do\Vndrift end of the 
facility. The total rate measured during the spilling case was 2,660 m3/year, substantially less 
than the total rate of 7 ,040 m3 /year measured during the plunging case. It is worth noting that the 
breaking wave (significant height) was about 13 percent higher during the plunging case, 0.27 m. 
versus 0.24 m during the spilling case. However, the l3 percent higher breaking wave height 
certainly could not explain the fact that measured LST rates differed by a factor of2.65. 

The measured total transport rates were substantia lly lower than the predictions from the CERC 
(Equation 1) and the Kamphuis-86 formulas (Eq uation 2) for both the spilling and plunging cases 
(see Table 1). The Kampbuis-91 (Equation 3) fonnula, on the other hand, underpredicted the 
measured rates for both cases. The empirical K1 value of 0.39 as recommended by the Shore 
Protection Manual was used in the CERC formula. 

Table1 
Comparison among Measured and Predicted Total Rates of LST 

Spilling Case Plunging Case 

Transport Rates (m>tyear) 

Measured (m1tyear) 2.660 7,040 

CERC fonnula (m2tyear) 18.040 23,850 

Kamphuis..S6 (m3/year) 8,130 9,100 

Kamphuis-91 (m~/year) 1,87q 5,360 

Kraus-88 (m1/year) 2,670 3,150 

Percentage Over (+) Or Under(-) Prediction 

CERC +578% ~239% 

Kamphuts-86 +206% +29% 

Kamphuts-91 -~0% ·24% 

Kraus-88 (m3Jyear) 0% · 550/o 

The CERC fonnula overpredicted the total rate for the spilling condition by nearly 600 percent, 
while for the plunging waves. the overpredictioo was Jess than 250 percent. 'This inconsistency 
of the CERC fo rmula under different breaker types indicates that a simple reduction of the K1 
value as examined by Bodge and J(raus (J 991) .. Schoonees and Theron (1993). and Wang, Krausi 
and Davis (1998) cannot completely address the discrepancy. Jn other words, the comprehension 
that the total rate of LST is proportional to a measure of the longshore wave-energy flux might 
not be complete. The Kamphuis-86 formu la also had a similar inconsistency. Using it. the 
spilling case was overpredicted by more than 200 percent:. while the plunging case was 
!'!Verpredicred by less than 30 percent. 

6 
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By incorporating wave pe1iod to a power of l .5. i:he Kampbui s-91 fonnula produced much more 
consistent predictions for d1e different breaker cypes, relative to the measured values. Wave 
period, which is linked to the wavelength through the dispersion relation, has significant 
influence on wave sreepness and hence, breaker type. The Kampbuis-91 formula underpredicred 
Li-ie spilling and plunging cases by 30 percent and 24 percent. respectively. The consistent 
underprediction, if proven to be true with more data. could be resolved by adjusting the empirical 
coefficienL 

A different formulation and parameterization •Nere used in the Kraus, Gingerich, and Rosati 
(l 988) formula. The lhreshold value Re of 3.9 ml/sec, which was detennined from an Atlantic 
Ocean surf zone, is too large for application to lhe LSTF conditions. For purposes of 
comparison, the Re parameter is ignored. The recommended Kd value of 2. 7 is still used. The 
longshore discharge was measured directl y in the LSTF. Predictions from the Kraus-88 formula 
are also compared in Table I. The predicted value compared well for the spilling case. but 
underpredicted rhe plunging case by 55 percent. As discussed in Krnus, Gingerich, and Rosatt 
(1988), tbe coefficient Ki is related to sediment suspension. Sediment suspension in the vicinity 
of the spi lling and plunging breaker lines was substantially differeat. The inconsistency in the 
prediction using the method of Kraus, Gingerich, and Rosati (1988) was caused by neg lecting the 
different magnitude of sediment suspension and using the same K.i value. It would be reasonable 
to use a greater Kd value for plunging breakers due to the much more active sediment suspension. 
Similar inconsistencies in using the CERC and Kamphuis-86 formulas probably arise for the 
'>erne reason. The signiticantly improved consi stency of the Knmphuis-91 formula is attributed 
to incorporation of wave period, which has significanr influence on the breaker type. 

SUMMARY ANO CONCLUSIONS: The tot.al rate and cross-shore distribution pattern of 
LST were s ignificantly differ~nt during the plunging and spilling cases. Nearly 170 percent 
more longshore ::iediment tr:ansport was mt asured for tbe plunging breaker than for the spilling 
breaker. although the plunging breaker heighl was only 13 perGent higher lhan the spilling 
breaker neight. The cross-shore di!.>l1ibution patterns of LST were far from being unifotm . 
During the spi lling-breaker cuse, peak longshore transport was measured in the swash zone. 
During the p lunging-breaker case, two u·ansport peaks were measured, one in the swash zone and 
one in the vicinity of the breaker line. Substanti al amounts of longshore sediment transport were 
measured in the swash zone during both cases. Interestingly. in the mid-surf zone w hich is 
dominated by surf-bore motions. the measured transport rales were quite similar fo r bolb the 
spilling und plunging cases. ln other words. the much b.rrealer rate of total longshore transport 
measured for the.: plunging; case was mainly due to the much more active sediment suspension 
and transport in the breaker zone and more transport in the wider and more energetic swash zone. 

The commonly used CERC formula predicted inconsistent total longshore sediment transport 
rate under the spilling and plunging breakers. By including v.ave period, which has significant 
inflUt::nce on breaker type, the Karnphius-91 formu la produced consistent preclfotions for both the 
spilling a.nd plunging cases. Results from th¢ present stud) suggest that breaker type has a 
sign ificant influence on the: total rate of fongshore sediment transpon and its CToss-~hore 

distribution panem. Parameterizat10n of predictive formulas should include factors that re fleer 
the bteaker type: however, addirioual datJ and research are needed to derive the relationship 
becw~eo LST and breaker type. 

7 
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Expeiiences from shoreline change modeling studies, and results from reanalysis of data used ro 
derive the CERC formula by several researchers. suggest that the formula (using a Kt value of 

0.39) may overpreclict the LST rate when considering the entire wave climate for a particular 
site. MiJler (1998, 1999) found the CERC formula predicted LST rates during storms reasonably 
well. The field measurements during storms cited by Miller do not capture swash transport If 
swash transpon was as significant during the storm events that were studied, as is suggested by 
the laboratory measurements, the CERC formula may in fact underpredict LST rates during high
energy conditions. Evidence from fie1d and laboratory experiments suggests that the CERC 
fonnula overestimates LST for lower wave conditions. Evidence suggests that the Kamphuis-91 
formula is a better estimator of LST for lower wave conditions, but it may produce an 
underestimate. 

Based on presently available information from a number of sources. the following guidance is 
offered. When attempting to develop long-term LST estimates for a site using a long-term 
record of measured or bindcast wave information, coastal engineering practitioners should 
consider using the Karnpbuis-91 formula to develop a lower-bound estimate and the CERC 
formula to derive an upper bound estimate. A K1 value of approximately 0.2 might provide more 
realistic estimates for expected LST rates using the CERC fommla, rather than a value of 0.39. 
However. a more appropriate K1 value can be estimated from a shoreline change model 
calibration/validation exercise and/or scaling of calculated LST rates to match those derived 
from knowledge of the local sediment budget. For specific events, at present. it seems most 
appropriate to use the CERC formula for storm events and the Kamphuis-91 formula for Jow
energy events Oess lha.n l m in height). Additional field and laborarory data and research, are 
needed to develop more accurate and robust predictors for both the magnitude of LST and its 
cross-shore distribution pattern. which properly account for factors such as breaking wave type 
and grain size. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Questions about this CHETN can be addressed to 
Mr. Bruce A. Ebersole (60 1-634-3209. e-mail: b.ebersole@cerc:.wes.amzy.mil ,. The contri
butions of William Halford, David Daily, and Tim N isley, who provided technical support to this 
study. are gratefully acknowledged. This technical note should be cited as follows: 

Wang, P., Ebersole, B . A .• and Smith. E.. R. (2002). "Longshore sand transport -
initial results from !age-scale sediment transport facility,'' ERDC/CHL CHETN
Il-46. U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center. Vicksburg, MS. 
http://chl. was. arm.y. mi/llibrmy/publ icat1ons/chern/ 
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BOX 133 
5986 DUNHAM AVE. 

SI'EVENSVILLE, Ml 49127 
TEL: 269-465-5 857 

Subject: Nature ~Extent OF Reasonable Foreseeable Future 
Damages Erosion vs . Collapsing 

DPar Attorney Petrie : 

1 . I jusL want you to understand ~hat 891 , 540 cubic yards per 
v...,ar @removed from thP littoral/lateral supoort/reales ta te zon,c. 
is based on v~tr COSMOS - 2D Model but the slopes of the lakebed 
arP ACTUAL - 2 - mea1"ure111e.:1ts of sand lost based on your SHOALS 
d~ta and the 871 manual survey drawin~ by the War Dept . TI1esP 
ACTUALS are called nGROUND TRUTHING " because t hey are used to 
VPrify the COS~OS -2D model results . 

2 . 54 , 726,000 cubic yards of sand represent the total loss of 
sand ca used by the oiers ' extension bPyond the 20 foot closure 
deoth . 

J . When the worst storm/highest lake levels scenario comes ~o 
being ~ the sub- aqueous lakebed will grab for the sand above the 
shoreline , causin~ massive , random collapse , not just to private 
homes~ but also to water intake faci lities that dot the shore, 
to say nothin~ about the Cook Nuc lear Plant and i ts spent- fuel 
storage facility. Mere we must trust it comes later rather than 
sooner ! 

4 . The 1~ , 726 , 000cy calculation ~ is all grammar school ~eometry 
applied to your documented evidence of invisible bathymetric lake
bPd slope increases . 

~ The natu~e (steeoenlng) 
survevs) are not reasonably 
the ne rfect storm hits with 
can expect fatal results. 

Very trulv yours 

and extent (covert bathymetric SHOALS 
foreseeable except to say that when 
lake levels at an all time high we 

~~·~ 
Plaintiffs ' Attorney 

Enclosures : {I) PX24- 18 Table 3 Avera~e Annual Alon~shore 
Transport by Nai rn et al 1997 . 

(]) around Truthing of Lost Sand based on Nalrn's 
Slopes preoared by Ehret . 

er : MEC , KAJ , JCH , MES , BHB &Eugene J . Frett 
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.Morang and Parson of Water...iay Experir,-...=.nt: Station (Jl..CO~) 

Effectiveness 0£ Bea:::h Nourishment 

Table 3 Units are in £u.bic ~eters '··· per ye. 
2-D COSMOS Modeling , SL ... ioseph Harbor, Michigan One cm = l. 3{)8 cy 

A'7er.!98 A nn)l<lf Alongshore Sed!mem Transport 

Q..2mm 0.4 mm 2.0 mm 

Profile il!olth .Sou!h tte! . I NOrth Soutll Net Ncr1h Scu1tl. jNet 
8 ..3Q5,Z78 375,328 6'9,050 -139,824 154,371 14,548 -50,415 59,400 8,SS.S 

9 .291;1ss 366,579 n,a14 ·135,7SB 159,492 Z3,733 -44.893 55,421 10,52B 

io ·2.63..469 339,963 81 ,032 -122.982 148,.291 25.309 -40,::69 46,205 5 ,836 

11 -282.591 353,817 71,667 -131,671 154,095 22.424 -42,.284 47,180 4,egs 

12 -283,712 355,381 71,659 -130,454 150,601 20,147 -'14,679 ~,856 4,176 
. 

14 ·100,0BG 170,794 70,700 -51,092 7!!,098 28,705 ·16,702 24,592 7,8SO 

17 ·155,290 243,799 711,509 -86,394 118,091 31,696 -28,008 34,839 6,B31 

20 -149,609 2.55.142 105.~ -79,146 119,323 40,176 ·25,454 35..084 9,629 

22 -259,066 3:36,333 Tl,260 -124,627 14$,683 25,506 --45,2i!3 50.678 5,325 

23 -155,016 231,740 1s.n4 -75;bl 104.680 29,422 ·24,614 32..392 7,777 

N010: Positlve traMport Is south. *Profile a is nearest to piers 

from the south have little or no effect on the sedimems trapped in the shadow 
of the north jetty). 

Alongshore sedimenc transport calculations were performed for a d50 of 
2.0 mm in the finaJ series of these runs. The results are summarized in 
Table 3 and presented in Figure 7 . Importantly, these findings iod.ica!e that 
only as little as 50 percent of the coarse sediment eroded from the feeder 
beach would make its way past Line R23 and south of the study area. The 
remaining ~O percent of the coarse sand eroded from the feeder beach is prob
ably deposited in the depression located offsnore of the MDOT and railway 
revetments-

Mu~iple graiill sizes aanss a profile 

The COSMOS-2D model was upgraded 10 simulate multiple grain sizes 
across a beach profile and alongshore sediment transport calculations were 
redo.ae for Lines RI2 and Rl4. A cfso of 0.2 mm was assumed for the off
shore sediments of both profiles, with a grcidual co!lr3en'lng from 0.2 mm at the 
swash zooe to 2.0 mm at the shoreLine. 

Results for the single ~0 ar.d multiple d50's are compared in Table 4_ At 
Line R 12, lhe COSMOS-ID model tests with a multiple grain size resulted in 
a 25-pen=ent reduction of northerly and southedy cranspon from the 0.2-rnm 
resu lts of the first mvcstigation. This is aruibuted to the coar.;erung of tbe 

-.-: 3 7 5 . 000 SBND 
306.000 NBND 
681,000 e~os· 
xl. 308 

890, 7l8 

Plaintiffs' Post Mandate Response 
Exhibit 6 Page 3 

Chapter 4 Analyses al Coastal Processes and Geomorpliciogy 
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